Starting from infinitely many supercompact cardinals, we force a model of ZFC where ℵ ω 2 +1 satisfies simultaneously a strong principle of reflection, called ∆-reflection, and a version of the square principle, denoted (ℵ ω 2 +1 ). Thus we show that ℵ ω 2 +1 can satisfy simultaneously a strong reflection principle and an anti-reflection principle.
Introduction
One of the most fruitful research areas in set theory is the study of the so-called reflection principles. A reflection principle is, roughly, a statement establishing that for a certain class of structures, if the structure satisfies a given property, then there is a substructure of smaller cardinality that satisfies the same property. Reflection principles can be seen as versions of Downward Lowenheim-Skolem theorem and they derive from large cardinal notions such as the notion of strongly compact cardinal. Magidor and Shelah introduced in 1994 (see [7] ) a two-cardinals reflection principle, denoted ∆ λ,κ where λ < κ (see the definition in Section 2). This is a strong reflection principle as it implies many interesting properties of structures of various kind. For instance, given a cardinal κ, if ∆ ω 1 ,κ holds, then every almost free Abelian group of size κ is free; if ∆ λ,κ holds for every λ < κ -we say that κ has the Delta reflection -then for every graph G of size κ, if every subgraph of smaller size has coloring number µ < κ, then G itself has coloring number µ; similar properties hold for other kind of structures under the assumption that κ has the Delta reflection (see [9] and [7] ). It should be pointed out that these statements are always true when κ is a singular cardinal (see [9] ), thus we are interested in those regular cardinals that satisfy the Delta reflection.
The Delta reflection implies another classical reflection principle, namely the stationary set reflection which for a cardinal κ established that for every stationary subset S of κ of points of cofinality less than λ, there exists α < κ such that S ∩ α is stationary in α. Since the stationary set reflection fails at the successor of a regular cardinal, in particular the Delta reflection can only hold at successors of singular cardinals. The Delta reflection follows from weakly compact cardinals, however Magidor and Shelah showed in [7] that it is consistent that a small cardinal, namely ℵ ω 2 +1 , has the Delta reflection, assuming ZFC is consistent with the existence of infinitely many supercompact cardinals. Moreover, the results proven in [7] , combined with other older results by Eklof [2] , Milner and Shelah [8] , [9] , imply that ℵ ω 2 +1 is the smallest regular cardinal that can have the Delta reflection. Recent work by the first author and Magidor [3] shows that ℵ ω 2 +1 can even satisfy simultaneously the Delta reflection and the tree property, which is another strong reflection principle (more precisely, assuming ZFC is consistent with the existence of infinitely many supercompact cardinals, then ZFC is consistent with ℵ ω 2 +1 having both the Delta reflection and the tree property); on the other hand, it is shown in [3] that the Delta reflection at ℵ ω 2 +1 does not imply the tree property at this cardinal (nor the tree property implies the Delta reflection), thus the Delta reflection and the tree property are independent.
In this paper we show that, assuming the consistency of infinitely many supercompact cardinals, it is possible to force a model of ZFC where ℵ ω 2 +1 satisfies simultaneously the Delta reflection and a version of the square, denoted (ℵ ω 2 +1 ) (see the definition in Section 2). Introduced by Todorčević in [12] , (κ) is an anti-reflection principle on a cardinal κ. For example, as demonstrated in [12] , (κ) implies the failure of the tree property at κ. It also implies the failure of the simultaneous reflection, namely every stationary set can be split into two disjoint stationary parts such that there is no ordinal α < κ in which they are both stationary (see Veličković [14] ). Rinot [13] proved that an even stronger failure of the simultaneous reflection follows from (κ), namely any stationary subset of κ can be partitioned into κ many pairwise disjoint stationary sets such that no two of them reflect simultaneously. It follows by a result of Solovay [11] that (λ) fails if there is a λ-strongly compact cardinal, so in a way the existence of a (λ) sequence bounds the amount of downward reflection that we can get on structures of size λ.
(κ + ) is a consequence of the well-known Jensen's square principle κ (see Jensen [5] ). The Delta reflection implies the failure of the weak square * κ which is another weak consequence of κ (hence a fortiori the Delta reflection implies the failure of κ ), thus our result implies that one can have at ℵ ω 2 +1 a good balance between a reflection principle and an anti-reflection principle.
Preliminaries and notation
In this section we give the definition of the Delta reflection and (λ). Then we prove some preliminary results about the Delta reflection that will be used in the final proof of our main theorem.
Notation 2.1. Let κ < µ be two regular cardinals, we denote by E µ <κ the set {α < µ | cof(α) < κ}, and we denote by E µ κ the set {α < µ | cof(α) = κ}.
Notation 2.2. Let f be a function and A be a set, we denote by
Given a forcing notion P and two conditions p, q ∈ P, we write p ≤ q when p is stronger than q. Given a cardinal κ, we recall that
• P is κ-closed if every decreasing sequence of less than κ many conditions in P has a lower bound;
• P is κ-directed closed if for every set of less than κ many pairwise compatible conditions in P, it is possible to find a lower bound;
• P is κ-distributive if it does not add sequences of ordinals of length less than κ;
• P is κ-c.c. if every antichain has size less than κ;
• P is κ-centered if it can be split into κ many pieces that are centered, namely for each piece X every finite subset Y of X has a lower bound.
For a forcing notion P and a model of ZFC , V , we write V P for the Boolean-valued model of P. In particular, we write V P |= ϕ iff 1 P ϕ. We say that µ has the ∆-reflection (or Delta reflection) if ∆ κ,µ holds for every κ < µ.
The proof of the following proposition is based on an argument of Solovay who showed that given a strongly compact cardinal κ, if µ > κ is any regular cardinal, then every stationary subset of E µ <κ reflects.
Proposition 2.4. Let κ be a supercompact cardinal and let µ > κ. Suppose S ⊆ E µ <κ is a stationary set and A is an algebra on µ with less than κ many operations, then there exists a set X such that if B is the subalgebra of A generated by X, then:
Proof. We can suppose that for some χ < κ, we have S ⊆ E µ χ . Let j : V → M be a µ-supercompact embedding with critical point κ. Suppose f i : i < ν are the operations of the algebra A with ν < κ. Then j(S) is a stationary subset of E j(µ) χ and j(A) is an algebra on j(µ) with operations j(f i ) : i < ν . We consider the subalgebra B * of j(A) generated by j[µ], note that by the closure of M we have B * ∈ M. The domain of B * is precisely j[µ] for if j(f i ) is n-ary and j(α 1 ), . . . , j(α n ) are ordinals in j[µ], then j(f i )(j(α 1 ), . . . , j(α n )) = j(f i (α 1 , . . . , α n )) = j(η) for some η ∈ µ. It follows that the order type of B * is µ < j(κ). We claim that j(S) ∩ B * is stationary in σ
Since S is a stationary subset of E µ <κ , we can find ζ ∈ C ∩ S. It follows that j(ζ) ∈ j(S) ∩ C * thus j(S) ∩ B * has non empty intersection with every club of σ * . We proved M |= ∃X of order type a regular cardinal < j(κ) such that X generates a subalgebra B of j(A) such that o.t.(B) = o.t.(X) and j(S) ∩ B is stationary in sup(B).
By elementarity, we have V |= ∃Xof order type a regular cardinal < κ such that X generates a subalgebra B of A such that o.t.(B) = o.t.(X) and S ∩ B is stationary in sup(B).
It follows, by elementarity, that in V we have a subalgebra B as above such that in addition o.t.(B) = (X ∩ κ) +ω+1 . That completes the proof of the proposition.
Corollary 2.5. Assume λ is a singular limit of supercompact cardinals κ n : n < ω , then ∆ λ,λ + holds.
Proof. Let S be a stationary subset of λ + and let A be an algebra on λ + as in the statement of ∆ λ,λ + . For some n < ω, the set S * := {α ∈ S; cof (α) < κ n } is stationary and A has less than κ n many operations. Using the supercompactness of κ n , we can apply Proposition 2.4, so S * reflects on a subalgebra of A of order type a regular cardinal below λ + , and since S * ⊆ S, clearly S reflects at this subalgebra as well. Definition 2.6. Let κ be a regular cardinal.
(κ) holds if there is a sequence C = C α | α < κ such that:
1. For every α < κ, C α ⊆ α is closed and unbounded. If α is a successor ordinal we will assume that
There is no thread, i.e. there is no club
C is called a square sequence.
This definition, due to Todorčević [12] , is a second order variant of Jensen's square, κ . It is an anti-reflection principle, as κ is the first ordinal in which there is no candidate for C κ . Note that a (κ)-sequence is a sequence of length κ, unlike κ -sequences which are sequences of length κ + . Jensen proved that in L and other core models, (κ) holds if and only if κ is not weakly compact (see [5] ). Conversely, if κ is a regular cardinal in which ¬ (κ) holds then κ is weakly compact in L (see [10, Prop. 6 .1]). Also, by a result of Solovay (κ) fails for every κ above a strongly compact cardinal.
Definition of the model
The result we want to prove is the following. 
In this section we define the forcing construction that will give us a model of ∆ ℵ ω 2 ,ℵ ω 2 +1 plus (ℵ ω 2 +1 ).
Let λ := sup n<ω κ n where κ n | n < ω is an increasing sequence of supercompact cardinals. Using a construction by Laver [6] , we can assume that each κ n is indestructibly supercompact, i.e. if A is a κ n -directed closed forcing, then V A |= κ n is supercompact. We also assume that 2 κn = κ + n holds for every n < ω.
By Corollary 2.5, ∆ λ + ,λ holds. We want to collapse the cardinals below λ + in a way that will give us λ = ℵ ω 2 , λ + = ℵ ω 2 +1 and still ∆ λ + ,λ holds. This is done by the construction due to Magidor and Shelah. We want also to have (λ + ) in this model. This is more problematic, as if (λ + ) holds in V then there are no λ + -supercompact cardinals. The trick, which is quite standard, is to force a generic square sequence at λ + , then use the fact that, after we further force a thread for this square sequence, the iteration is λ + -directed closed. Therefore we restore the supercompactness of any indestructible λ + -supercompact from the ground model. In particular, the threading forcing restores the Delta principle at singular limits of supercompact cardinals. So, in order to get the Delta reflection together with the square principle, we must argue that if, by contradiction, the Delta reflection fails before we force the thread, then the counterexample would be preserved by the threading forcing.
There are two difficulties when trying to work in this direction. The first problem is the following: although ∆ λ + ,λ is indestructible under λ + -directed closed forcing (because λ is a singular limit of indestructible supercompact cardinals), we do not know if such indestructibility can hold for ∆ ℵ ω 2 +1 ,ℵ ω 2 . Second, the forcing that adds a thread to a (λ + ) sequence always destroys stationary sets. This is problematic since it may happen that before we force the thread, the Delta reflection fails, and after the threading forcing, all the "bad" stationary sets that do not reflect are destroyed. In other words, the threading forcing may resurrect the Delta reflection.
The approach that we suggest in order to get around the second problem is to force a square sequence and then define a preparatory forcing iteration. Such an iteration destroys the bad stationary sets in a way that will make the threading forcing generically preserve stationary sets. Namely, we can find for every stationary set a generic filter for the threading forcing such that in the generic extension the set remains stationary. In this way, if a given stationary set was a counterexample for the Delta reflection principle, then by using the distributivity properties of the threading forcing, we will get that there is a generic filter for the threading forcing such that in the generic extension the stationary set remains a counterexample for the Delta reflection. Therefore, it will be enough to show that the Delta principle holds after the threading forcing.
We are now ready to introduce some of the forcing notions that will determine our final model. 
Given a condition c ∈ C 0 , we denote by [c] ∼ the equivalence class of c. We let C f in be the forcing whose conditions are the equivalence classes of C 0 ordered by eventual domination, namely
Definition 3.4. S is the forcing that adds a (λ + )-sequence with bounded approximations, namely a condition in S is a sequence of the form C α ; α ∈ γ + 1 where γ < λ + and for every α, C α ⊆ α is a club (if α is a successor ordinal, then C α = {α−1}); for every α, β, if β ∈ acc(C α ), then C α ∩β = C β . Given two conditions s, t, we say that s is stronger than t if t ⊑ s. Definition 3.5. Let C ∈ V S be the generic square sequence added by S. We let T ∈ V S be the forcing that adds a thread to C, namely a conditions in T is a set C α in C where α is a limit ordinal and the order on T is defined by p ≤ q if and only if q ⊑ p.
Note that T is an S-name, but we will simply write T rather thanṪ to simplify the notation; we will do the same for other forcing notions, unless there is an ambiguity.
Later we will define the following forcing notions.
• R ∈ V C f in * S will be an iteration for destroying the stationary sets that do not reflect in V C f in * S . R is defined in subsection 3.1.
• P ∈ V will be a version of Magidor and Shelah construction to force the Delta reflection at ℵ ω 2 +1 . This is a Prikry type forcing and it will be defined in subsection 3.2.
• P * will be a λ-directed sub-forcing of P depending on a generic filter for C f in . It will be defined in subsection 3.2.
Our final model is obtained by forcing with C f in * S * R * P * . In order to prove that the Delta reflection holds at ℵ ω 2 +1 = λ + after this forcing, we will first show that λ + has the Delta reflection in the larger model V C f in * S * R * P * * T , , then we will show that we can pull this back to our model.
Generic preservation of stationary sets
In this subsection, we work in the model W := V C f in and we let κ be λ + . The results presented in this subsection do not depend on this particular choice of W and κ, they can consider to hold for any model W and for any regular cardinal κ such that 2 <κ = κ and 2 κ = κ + .
Definition 3.6. We say that a forcing Q generically preserves stationary subsets of κ if for every stationary set S ⊆ κ there is q ∈ Q such that q QŠ is stationary. Now, we want to define the forcing notion R that will force T to generically preserve the stationary subsets of κ. We start by stating some well known properties of S and T.
Lemma 3.7. Let S and T be as in Definitions 3.4 and 3.5. Then:
• S is σ-closed
• S * T has a κ-closed dense sub-forcing.
Proof. First we prove that S is σ-closed. Let p n | n < ω be a strictly decreasing ω-sequence of conditions. Let us denote p n = C n α | α ≤ γ n . Since p 0 > p 1 > · · · p n > · · · we have γ 0 < γ 1 < · · · and, for every α < γ n and n < m, we have C m α = C n α ; so we can drop the superscript and simply denote this set C α . Let γ ω = sup n<ω γ n , and let C γω be any cofinal ω-sequence at γ ω . Let q = C α | α < γ ω C γω . q is a condition, and it is stronger than all p n . Let us show that there is no thread for the generic square sequence added by S. LetĊ be a name for a club in W S . We want to prove that there is an ordinal α and a condition p such that p C α =Ċ ∩α while p α ∈ accĊ. Choose by induction an increasing sequence of ordinals β n and a decreasing sequence of conditions p n such that p n β n ∈Ċ and β n > dom p n−1 (for n > 0). Let β ω = sup β n . Every lower bound q of the sequence p n , forces that β ω ∈Ċ so if we pick C βω to be a cofinal sequence which is disjoint from {β n | n < ω}, q C βω =Ċ ∩β ω while q β ω ∈ accĊ.
Finally, we show that the following subposet of S * T is dense and κ-closed:
First we show that D is dense. For every s, t ∈ S * T let us pick by induction a decreasing sequence of elements s, t ≥ · · · ≥ s n−1 , t n−1 ≥ s n , t n ≥ · · · such that dom s n ≥ max t n ≥ dom s n−1 . Let s ω := n<ω s n and t ω := n<ω t n , then the condition s ω t ω , t ω belongs to D. To show that D is κ-closed it is enough to observe that given some µ < κ and a decreasing sequence of conditions s α , t α , for α < µ, the pair α s α α t α , α t α is a condition in S * T.
It follows from this lemma that in particular, S and T are κ-distributive (S is even κ-strategically closed).
We are now ready to define in W S the preparatory forcing iteration R that will kill the "bad" stationary sets, namely those that constitute a counterexample to the Delta-reflection in W S but are destroyed by T. Intuitively, we would like to add a club disjoint from every such set, however killing one bad set might introduce new bad sets, so we have to iterate. In the iteration, we only kill stationary sets that are going to be destroyed by the threading forcing T. Since T does not collapse cardinals, this approach enables us to find a κ-closed dense subset in the iteration in some extension of the universe with the same cardinals, thus we can make sure that cardinals are not collapsed in this process. This technique for killing fragile sets appears, for example, in [1, Section 10] .
For technical reasons, we would like this preparatory forcing iteration to be homogeneous. This means that we cannot simply iterate over bad stationary sets, since their stationarity might depend on the generic filter for the previous steps. Thus, in the iteration we kill the subsets of κ which are forced to be non-stationary by the maximal condition of T. In particular, we will add a Cohen subset of κ at cofinally many steps.
Recall that for a given subset A of µ (where µ is a cardinal), there is a forcing notion that adds a clubĊ disjoint from A : the conditions of this forcing are closed sequences of length less than µ of ordinals in µ \ A; the order is the end-extension. We refer to this forcing notion as the forcing that "shoots a club disjoint from A". 
, then β < α. We now define theQ α 's inductively as follows. Suppose Q β ; β < α has been defined, let f (α) = (β, γ, δ). LetȦ be the γ-th R β -name for a subset of
(namely the maximal condition of T forces over W S * Rα thatȦ is non-stationary), then we letȦ α =Ȧ, otherwise we letȦ α be the empty set. We letQ α be (an R α -name for) the forcing that shoots a club disjoint fromȦ α .
Lemma 3.9. W S * R |= T generically preserves stationary subsets of κ Proof. Let A ⊆ κ be a stationary set in W S * R . Suppose by contradiction that the maximal condition of T forces that A is not stationary. In W S * R , letĊ be a T-name for a club in κ disjoint from A. Since the iteration is κ + -c.c., C belongs to W S * R β for some β < κ + . We chose f in such a way that every S * R-name for a subset of κ will be considered unboundedly often during the iteration. Thus, we have an ordinal γ > β in whichȦ γ is a name for A. Therefore Q γ is the forcing that adds a club disjoint from A, and A is not stationary in W S * R , a contradiction.
The main issue is why the iteration R does not collapse cardinals:
Proof. First, note that since T ∈ W S , we have S * R α * T ∼ = S * T * R α . The proof is by induction on α. We will prove by induction a slightly stronger assertion: for every α ≤ κ + there is a dense subset D α ⊆ S * R α * T such that:
• D α is κ-closed, and in fact every decreasing sequence of length < κ in D α has a unique maximal lower bound.
• if β is a limit ordinal, q ∈ S * R β * T and for every
For α = 0 -this is the previous lemma. Assume now that the lemma is true for every δ < α. If α is a limit ordinal then the set D α is determined by our last assumption. We need to show that it is dense and κ-closed. Let q 0 ∈ S * R α * T be any condition and let us find an element in D α below it. We separate the proof into two cases: first assume that cf α < κ. In this case, let {γ i | i < cf α} be a continuous cofinal sequence with γ 0 = 0. We pick by induction on i < cf α an element q i ∈ S * T * R γ i such that q i+1 ↾ γ i ≤ q i , q i+1 ∈ D γ i+1 . Note that by our assumption on the sets D β , for every limit ordinal i ≤ cf α, and β < γ i , the sequence q j ↾ β for j < i such that γ j ≥ β is a decreasing sequence in D β so it has a limit. Let q i be defined in this case as the condition in which for every β < γ i , q i ↾ β is this unique maximal lower bound. By uniqueness, those lower bounds cohere. For the second case, suppose cf α ≥ κ then for every q ∈ S α , dom q is bounded below α, by some ordinal δ. Let r ≤ q in D δ then the extension of r with the maximal conditions of the stages between δ and α is a condition in D α below q.
Let α = β + 1 and suppose that D β is defined. We want to define D α . By our choice ofȦ β , after forcing with T and S * R β , there is a club disjoint froṁ A β . Let us fix an S * R β * T-name for this club,Ė. We define D α to be the set of all conditions q such that q ↾ β ∈ D β , q(β) ∈ W and q ↾ β max q(β) ∈Ė.
We show that D α is dense. Let q ∈ S * T * R α . Using the κ-closure of D β we may assume that q(β) ∈ W . Let us extend q ↾ β and decide the next element ofĖ above γ := max q(β). By further extension we may assume again that q ↾ β ∈ D β . Let us extend q(β) by adding γ in its top. Clearly now q ∈ D α .
Let us show that D α has the desired closure property: let η < κ and let q i | i < η be a descending sequence of elements in D α . In particular, q i ↾ β ∈ D β , so it has a unique maximal lower bound, r. Moreover, for every i, we have r max q i (β) ∈Ė and therefore if γ = sup q i (β), then r γ ∈Ė. This means that r γ / ∈Ȧ β so s = i<η q i (β) ∪ {γ} is forced by r to be a condition in Q β , and it is clear that s r is the maximal lower bound of q i | i < η .
Remark 3.11. Note that the dense sets
Corollary 3.12. The following hold.
Now we show that some forcing notions preserve (κ).
Lemma 3.13. Let C be a coherent sequence and let B be a forcing notion such that B × B cf κ ≥ ω 1 . Then B does not add a new thread to C.
Proof. Let C = C α | α < κ . Suppose for a contradiction that there is a new threadḊ. Let G × H be a generic filter for B × B. Since Ḋ / ∈ W , we havė
e. the least ordinal in the symmetric difference). SinceḊ G ,Ḋ H are both clubs at κ and cf
Lemma 3.14. Let C be a (κ) sequence and let B be a κ-c.c. forcing notion. Then C is a (κ) sequence in W B .
Proof. Clearly, C remains coherent in W B so the only think that we need to verify is that C still does not have a thread. Assume otherwise, and letḊ be a name for the thread and denote C = C α | α < κ . By the chain condition, there is a club E ∈ W such that BĚ ⊆Ḋ. But for every α < β in acc E, α, β ∈ accḊ and therefore Ḋ ∩α =Č α , Ḋ ∩β =Č β and in particular, it is forced that C α C β , so T = α∈acc E C α is a thread.
Corollary 3.15. Let C be the generic square sequence added by S. Then C remains a square sequence even after forcing with R.
Proof. By Corollary 3.12, in W S * T , R contains a κ-closed dense subset (just take the set of conditions from the dense set D κ + such that their first coordinates are in the generic filter for S * T). In particular, R × R is equivalent to a κ-closed forcing, hence it does not change the cofinality of κ in W S * T and, in particular, it does not change the cofinality of κ in W S . We conclude that in W S , R × R cf κ = κ > ω, and therefore by Lemma 3.13, it cannot add a new thread for C.
We showed that T generically preserves stationary subsets of κ in W S * R . It is useful to show that generically preservation of stationary sets of κ is preserved under κ.-c.c. forcing notions. We will use such result in the proof of the main theorem Proof. Work in V 0 , letĖ be a B-name for a stationary subset of κ, and let H be a generic filter for B. Assume by contradiction that the maximal condition of T forces (over W ) thatĖ H (the realization ofĖ according to the generic filter H) is non-stationary, and letĊ be a B × T-name for a club disjoint fromĖ. Since B × T ∼ = T × B and B is forced to be κ-c.c. after T, we can find also a T-name for a clubḊ that is forced (by the maximal condition of B × T) to be a sub-club ofĊ.
We define a fake version ofĖ by letting E ⋆ = {α < κ | ∃q ∈ B, q α ∈Ė}. Clearly, E ⋆ is in the ground model and it is forced to coverĖ. Moreover,Ḋ is forced (by the maximal condition) to be disjoint from E ⋆ , as otherwise, there is some t ∈ T and α ∈ E ⋆ such that t α ∈Ḋ and by the definition of E ⋆ there is also some q ∈ B that forces α ∈Ė. But then q, t B×Tα ∈Ė ∩Ḋ ⊆Ė ∩Ċ = ∅. Now we may apply the property of T in the ground model and conclude that E ⋆ is non-stationary in the ground model, and since it coversĖ we conclude thatĖ is forced to be non-stationary.
The following technical lemma will enables us to control the distributivity of T after some forcing extensions. Recall that, given a forcing notion Q and a Q-nameȦ for a subset of an ordinal α, we say thatȦ is a fresh subset of α if 1 Q Ȧ / ∈ V and, for every β < α,
Lemma 3.17. Let T be as above and let B be a forcing notion such that T × B does not change the cofinality of κ then BŤ is κ-distributive.
Proof. Work in W B . Suppose by contradiction that there is a T-nameτ for a new subset of ordinals of cardinality η < κ. Let G be a generic filter for T. We will think of G as a fresh subset of κ (namely, the generic thread). Since G is generic, it realizesτ . For every α < η, let β α < κ be an ordinal such that the condition G ∩ β α decides the value ofτ (α). By the regularity of κ in the generic extension there is a bound β < κ, β ≥ β α for every α < η. But then G ∩ β (which is a condition in T) already decided all the values ofτ , so it forced that τ ∈ W .
We can already prove that forcing with T will have no effect on the Delta reflection at λ + .
Lemma 3.18. Let T be as above -a κ-distributive forcing that generically preserves stationary sets at κ and let µ < κ. If T forces with the maximal condition that ∆ µ,κ holds, then it holds in the ground model as well.
Proof. Let us pick in the ground model a stationary subset of κ, S and an algebra A with less than µ operations. We want to find a sub-algebra B of A such that B as order type a regular cardinal below µ and S ∩ B is stationary at sup B. We know that ∆ µ,κ holds after forcing with T. Let t ∈ T be a condition that forces that S is still stationary. So a generic filter that contains t must introduce a sub-algebra B with regular order type such that B ∩ S is stationary at sup B. Since T is κ-distributive B appears also in the ground model. The fact that B is a sub-algebra is absolute. The regularity of its order type as well as the stationarity of S ∩ B is downward absolute, so since it holds in the generic extension, it must hold in the ground model as well.
We will use Lemma 3.18 with two forcing notions: P * and C n /C f in , where P * will be defined in the subsection 3.2. Both forcings are defined in V C f in and we will prove that they are λ + -c.c. in this model. This will be enough as the iteration S * R * T contains a λ + -closed dense set and therefore it cannot introduce an antichain of size λ + to a λ + -c.c. forcing notion. This means that those forcing notions will have the desired chain condition after forcing with T so T is distributive and generically stationary preserving also after them.
In the process of defining the forcing notion that will introduce the ∆-reflection principle at ℵ ω 2 +1 we will need to pick normal ultrafilters from V that are projections of ultrafilters in the generic extension. We need this choice to be independent on the generic filters.
Lemma 3.19. S * R * T is weakly homogeneous.
Proof. Let p, p ′ ∈ S * R * T. We want to find q ≤ p, q
First, let us ignore R and work with S * T. Let s, t ∈ S * T, s ′ , t ′ ∈ S * T and assume, without loss of generality, that dom s = dom s ′ = γ + 1, and max t = max t ′ = γ and t, t ′ ∈ W . Let us define an automorphism, π, between the conditions below s, t and the conditions below s ′ , t ′ . Let a, b ≤ s, t and assume that max dom a = max b + 1 = δ + 1, b ∈ V . We want to define a ′ , b ′ = π(a, b). For every ρ ≤ δ, let ξ = max(acc a ρ ∩ (γ + 1)), if acc a ρ ∩ (γ + 1) = ∅, and set a
′ is a coherent sequence, b ′ is the last element of a ′ , and it is clear that if a 1 , b 1 ≤ a 0 , b 0 then π( a 1 , b 1 ) ≤ π( a 0 , b 0 ). It follows from a theorem of Vopěnka and Hájek [4] that if we have a partial automorphism defined below some condition, we can extend it to an automorphism of the whole Boolean completion of the forcing. Therefore, we can extend π to an automorphism defined over the Boolean completion of S * T (from now on we will not distinguish between a poset and its Boolean completion). Now we want to extend π to an automorphism of S * R * T. For that, we define in W a permutation of the coordinates of the iteration which depends on π, that will witness the automorphism. For simplicity, let us start by dealing with the first step of the iteration, namely with the forcing Q 0 that shoots a club disjoint fromȦ 0 :
By the definition of R,Ȧ 0 is a S-name for a subset of κ that is forced by the maximal condition of S * T to be non stationary. Let π(Ȧ 0 ) = {(π(u),α) | u ∈ S * T, u α ∈Ȧ 0 }. Since the maximal condition of S * T is not moved by π, it forces π(Ȧ 0 ) to be non stationary. In particular, p "π(Ȧ 0 ) is non-stationary" Therefore, there is α < κ + such that π(Ȧ 0 ) =Ȧ α . Note that by assuming that the namesȦ α are canonical (namely, thatȦ α ⊆ (S * R) × κ), we get that α is determined by p itself, and we don't need to extend it.
We are now ready to define by induction a permutation of κ + , π * , and an extension of the automorphism π that was defined previously. In the inductive process we will construct subsets {I ρ } ρ<κ + of κ + which are not necessarily initial segments, and we will define the automorphism on those sets, so we will also need to verify that the restrictions of the iteration to those sets are well defined forcing notions. Formally, we will treat only conditions r ∈ R such that r i ∈ W (namely, r i is the canonical name for a set in W ) for every i ∈ I ρ , and r ↾ I ρ is the condition obtained by replacing all the coordinates of r which are not in I with 1 Qγ = ∅.
We define inductively sets I ρ , J ρ ⊆ κ + and a map π ρ :
Let us assume by induction that we have defined a bijection π * : I ρ → J ρ such that:
3. The same holds for J ρ . 4. The map π ρ : S * R ↾ I ρ * T → S * R ↾ J ρ * T defined by
is an automorphism.
As we remarked above, we identify the forcing S * R ↾ I ρ * T with its dense set of elements in which r i ∈ W for every i. Let α = min κ + \ I ρ . We want to extend I ρ to I ρ+1 by adding α and dealing with the consequences. By our analysis above, asȦ α is forced to be non stationary by the empty condition of T also π ρ (Ȧ α ) (which is well defined) is forced to be the same, so there is β < κ + such that π ρ (Ȧ α ) =Ȧ β . Note that the set π ρ (Ȧ α ) must be equal (as a set in W ) to someȦ β since it is forced by the empty condition to be a subset of κ which is forced by the empty condition of T to be non-stationary.
We can assume that β / ∈ J ρ , as every canonical name of a subset of κ that is forced to be non-stationary after T will appear during the iteration unboundedly often. Let us define π * (α) = β, I ρ+1 = I ρ ∪{α}, J ρ+1 = J ρ ∪{β} and verify that all our requirements still hold. First, it is clear that I ρ+1 and J ρ+1 have cardinality |ρ + 1| < κ + . Next, if:
then applying π ρ we get:
Using the fact that π ρ (Ȧ α ) =Ȧ β we get that π ρ (p ↾ I ρ ) ř α ∈ R β , and that R β is a P ↾ J ρ -name. It is clear that this function is order preserving and reversible.
Similarly, we extend π ⋆ so that its range will contain min κ + \ J ρ . For limit stage ρ, we set I ρ = γ<ρ I γ , J ρ = γ<ρ J γ and define the bijection π * as the union of all previous bijections.
What we will actually need in the proof of the main theorem is the following lemma that is proven with the same arguments.
Lemma 3.20. For every n < ω, the forcing C n * S * R * T is homogeneous in V.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as for Lemma 3.19. S * T is defined in V (since it is defined in V C f in and C f in does not add bounded subsets to κ by Lemma 3.22). C n is weakly homogeneous and as we proved in the previous lemma, S * T is weakly homogeneous. The product of two weakly homogeneous forcing is weakly homogeneous so C n * S * T = C n × (S * T) is weakly homogeneous. In the above proof, in order to extend the automorphism of S * T to an automorphism of S * T * R we only required that S * T is weakly homogeneous, so the same argument works for C n * S * T as well.
The Magidor and Shelah's forcing
In order to get the Delta reflection at ℵ ω 2 +1 , we will force with a version of the forcing defined by Magidor and Shelah in [7] ; we will make minor adjustments in the definition of this forcing. This construction is a version of diagonal Prikry forcing which is quite complex. In order to get a better control over the sets that are introduced by it, we will first split it into two steps -the first is C f in which is λ + -distributive, and the second, which we denote by P * , will be λ-centred. Moreover, C n projects onto C f in and the quotient forcing is λ + -c.c. (even after further forcing), which will be useful as C n also introduces a part of the generic for P * while being κ ++ n -directed closed, so it preserves the supercompactness of κ n and does not add any new subsets of size κ n .
Remark 3.21. There is a projection, ι, from C n onto C f in .
Indeed, we can define ι by letting
Proof. For every n, C f in is κ ++ n -distributive as a projection of C n . Therefore, C f in is λ-distributive. Since the distributivity of a forcing notion is always a regular cardinal, and cf λ = ω, C f in is λ + -distributive.
As we remarked at the beginning of the subsection 3.1, S * R and T are defined in V C f in . The projection ι enables us to pull those definitions into V Cn . Recall that S is defined in the same way over V and over V C f in (by Lemma 3.22). We will use this fact and won't distinguish between S × C f in and C f in * S. The former notation will be used when dealing with the forcing C n in order to stress that we are using in this case the forcing S as defined in V and not in V Cn . In contrast to the situation of S, the definition of R depends on the generic filter for C f in . We stress that when writing C n * S * R, R is still defined over C f in * S.
Proof. By Corollary 3.12, the forcing notion S * R * T is equivalent to a λ + directed closed forcing in V C f in . Since V Cn agrees with V C f in about sequences of ordinals of length < κ ++ n and S * R * T ∈ V C f in , every directed subset of S * R * T of size < κ ++ n in V Cn also appears in V C f in so it has a lower bound, as required.
We denote by W n the model V (S×Cn) * R * T Now we give the definition of the forcing construction of Magidor and Shelah with minor modifications that are needed for our purposes. We denote this forcing notion by P. In order to define P we need some preparation (the only substantial difference with the original forcing by Magidor and Shelah is in the following preparation).
Lemma 3.23 implies that for every n < ω, W n |= κ n is supercompact .
Therefore, there is in this model a normal ultrafilter U * n on P κn (λ + ) and U * n has a natural projection to a normal ultrafilter U n on κ n . By the closure of the poset together with the fact that we assumed 2 κn = κ + n , we have U n ∈ V. Let π n : V → N n be the elementary embedding corresponding to U n . Consider Coll
Nn (κ +ω+2 n , < π n (κ n )), this forcing has the π n (κ n )-chain condition in N n and π(κ n ) is inaccessible. Therefore, there are π n (κ n ) many maximal antichains of this forcing which are in N n . On the other hand |π n (κ n )| = κ + n and the forcing is κ + n -closed in N n . Therefore, one can inductively define in V a generic filter K n for Coll Nn (κ +ω+2 n , < π n (κ n )) over N n by meeting each dense set in N n .
Remark 3.24. It is important that not only the ultrafilter U n is in V, but also its choice is independent from the generic filter for (S × C n ) * R * T. This is true, as this forcing is homogeneous, by Lemma 3.20. Now we are ready to define P in V. 
1. every α i is an inaccessible cardinal between κ i−1 and κ i (with κ −1 := ω); 2. for i < n, g i ∈ Coll(κ
, < κ i ); 4. A j ∈ U j and every element of A j is an inaccessible cardinal; 5. for j ≥ n, g j ∈ Coll(κ ++ j−1 , < α) for the least α in A j (hence for every α ∈ A j ); 6. F j is a function with domain A j such that F j (α) ∈ Coll(α +ω+2 , < κ j ) for every α ∈ A j , and such that the equivalence class of F j as a member of the ultrapower [7, p. 789 
Given two conditions
One can easily see that the poset P * projects to C f in . So, in V C f in * S * R , we define P * as the quotient forcing P/C f in , namely the set of conditions p ∈ P whose g-part belongs to the generic for C f in ; P * is ordered as a subposet of P. Our final model is V C f in * S * R * P * We conclude this section by showing that P * does not collapse the relevant cardinals.
Proof. In [3, Proposition 4.5] it is proven that P * is λ + -c.c. in V C f in (the statement of [3, Proposition 4.5] is actually stronger). In Corollary 3.12 we showed that S * R * T is λ + -closed in V C f in . It follows that P * remains λ + -c.c. even in V C f in * S * R * T .
Lemma 3.29. In V C f in * S * R * P * , every κ n is equal to ℵ ω(n+1)+3 , λ = ℵ ω 2 and
Proof. First we point out that
Magidor and Shelah showed that in V P , every κ n is equal to ℵ ω(n+1)+3 , λ = ℵ ω 2 and λ + = ℵ ω 2 +1 . We proved that S * R * T contains a λ + -closed dense subset, in particular, S * R does not collapse cardinals below λ + , thus the conclusion follows.
Square and Delta reflection at
In this section we prove Theorem 3.1, namely we want to prove that both (ℵ ω 2 +1 ) and ∆ ℵ ω 2 ,ℵ ω 2 +1 hold in the model V C f in * S * R * P * . We already pointed out that λ + is ℵ ω 2 +1 in this model, therefore we want to show that both ∆ λ,λ + and (λ + ) hold. First we argue that (λ + ) holds. By Corollary 3.15, we know that a square sequence C with no threads exists in V C f in * S * R . Using the fact that P * is λ + -c.c. we can apply Lemma 3.14 to shows that P * does not add a thread. Thus (λ + ) holds in V C f in * S * R * P * . Now, we want to prove that the Delta reflection holds at ℵ ω 2 +1 in this model. The proof is along the lines of [7] . We are going to prove that the Delta reflection holds at λ + in a T-generic extension of this model. Lemma 3.16 implies that T generically preserves stationary sets also after forcing with P * . Therefore, we can apply Lemma 3.18, hence if V C f in * S * R * P * * T is a model of the Delta reflection at ℵ ω 2 +1 , then so is V C f in * S * R * P * . Clearly, we have V C f in * S * R * P * * T = V C f in * S * R * T * P * .
For convenience, we fix generic filters:
We start by working inW
. Let p ∈ P * and leṫ S andȦ be P * -names such that:
p "Ȧ is an algebra on λ + with µ < λ + operations andṠ ⊆ λ + is a stationary set
′′
Without loss of generality, the cofinalities of the elements ofṠ are bounded below λ. Let l be large enough so that µ < κ l and p ∀α ∈Ṡ (cof (α) <κ l ). We can assume without loss of generality that lg(p) > l; let n be the length of p. It follows that if q ≤ p and q α ∈Ṡ ′ for some α, then there is an n-length preserving extension q * of p such that q ≤ q * ≤ p and q * α ∈Ṡ ′ . Now, we force with C n /G C f in to get a generic filter G n for C n such that G n projects to G C f in and g
the main reason for moving to this model is that here κ n is supercompact. The main idea of the proof is the following: we are going to define inW n a "fake" version of the stationary setṠ and a "fake" version of the algebraȦ (formally the fake version ofȦ will be defined in a further extension ofW n , but we will deal with that later), then we will use the supercompactness of κ n to find a subalgebra of the fake algebra of order type < κ n such that the fake version of the stationary set reflects to such subalgebra. Finally, we will show that the fake version ofȦ and the fake version ofṠ are close enough toṠ andȦ so that we will be able to extend p to a condition that forces the conclusion of the Delta reflection forṠ andȦ.
InW n we define a subposet P * n of P * . P * n := {q ∈ P * ; lg(q) ≥ n and g q i : n ≤ i < ω ∈ G n }.
Lemma 4.2. The forcing (C n /G C f in ) * P * n projects to P * Proof. We define a projection π as follows. Let c, r be a condition in (C n /G C f in ) * P * n . Let c = c i ; i ≥ n and let m be the length of r (we have m ≥ n by definition of P * n ). For every i < n, let c i = ∅, then, since c ∈ C n /G C f in , it means that the equivalence class of c i : i < ω is in G C f in . Moreover, since c r ∈ P * n , we have c i ; i ≥ n ≤ g r i ; i ≥ n . We define π( c, r ) as the condition q of length m obtained from r by replacing the g-part of r with the sequence g i ; i < ω , where
Then q is clearly in P * because its g-part g i ; i < ω is equivalent to c i : i < ω , and the equivalence class of c i : i < ω is in G C f in . It is not difficult to verify that π is a projection.
It follows, by this lemma, that if we force with P * n overW n , we introduce a generic filter for P * overW , thus we can considerW P * to be a submodel of W P * n n . Now, we prove some useful properties of P For the proof of this lemma we refer to [7, Lemma 3, p . 791] where Magidor and Shelah prove the Prikry property for P. The same arguments apply to prove the Prikry property for P * n , because there are only two essential ingredients in that proof. First, every ≤ k -decreasing sequence of less than κ many conditions of the same length must have a lower bound, which is what we just proved in Lemma 4.3 for our forcing P * n . Second, the A-parts and the F -parts must be closed by diagonal intersections, which follows from the normality of the ultrafilters U i , so it is true also of our forcing P * n . Any condition q satisfying Lemma 4.4 is said to be in D modulo k-direct extensions.
Remark 4.5. Note that if D is the dense set of conditions deciding the truth value of some statement ϕ, then for q, q * as in the lemma we have that, if q * ≤ q in D, then for every condition r ≤ q, if r ↾ k = q * ↾ k, then r decides ϕ the same way q * does. This means that for deciding ϕ below q we only need to change q ↾ k. Now, we define inW n a "fake version" of the stationary setṠ that we call S * ,
We show that S * is stationary inW n . Indeed, if C ⊆ λ + is a club inW n , then by the λ + -chain condition of C n /G C f in there is a club D ⊆ C which is inW . In particular D is inW P * and, by Remark 4.1, the realization ofṠ ′ in this model is a stationary set. Thus D has non empty intersection withṠ ′ , which is clearly a subset of S * . Note also that all the ordinals of S * have cofinality less than κ n . The next step is to define a "fake" version of the algebra in a generic extension ofW n via the product
where α 0 , . . . , α n−1 is the α-sequence of p.
Let G Z be a generic filter for Z containing the stem of p. We define P * * as the set of all conditions q ∈ P * n of length n such that stem(q) ∈ G Z . It follows that for any statement ϕ in the forcing language for P * n (over W n ) any two conditions in P * * which decide ϕ assign to ϕ the same truth value. Proof. Fix a dense set D ⊆ P * n . Suppose by contradiction that there is s ∈ Z such that s ≤ stem(p) and s forces that the lemma fails. Let p * be the condition obtained from p by replacing stem(p) with s. Then, s forces that p * ∈ P * * and clearly p * ≤ p. By Lemma 4.4, we know that P * n has the Prikry property, so we can find a condition q ≤ n p * in P * n that is in D modulo ndirect extensions. Let r * ≤ q be in D, and let m ≥ n be its length. q has the property that every extension q * of q of length m such that q * ↾ n = r * ↾ n is in D. We let r be the condition obtained from q by replacing stem(q) with stem(r * ) ↾ n. If t = stem(r), then t ≤ s and t forces that r is in P * * , moreover r is in D modulo direct extensions and every direct extension of r of length m is in D, contradicting the fact that s forces the lemma to fail. Similar arguments as for the proof of Lemma 4.7 imply the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8. For every statement ϕ in the forcing language for P * n (overW n ) there exists r ≤ p in P * * such that r decides ϕ (in the sense of the forcing
The fake version of the algebra is defined as follows. We can assume that for each m < ω, the algebraȦ has µ many operations of arity m (so we already know inW , for each l < ω, how many l-ary operations are inȦ). We fix P * -names for the Skolem functions t ρ ρ∈µ appropriate to the language oḟ A.
InW n [G Z ], we let A * be set of sequences (ρ, α 1 , . . . , α l ) such that ρ ∈ µ, the Skolem function t ρ is of arity l and α 1 , . . . , α l is a finite sequence of ordinals in λNote that we can also assume that µ ⊆ X. We defined X inW n , however C n /G C f in is κ n -distributive, thus X is inW .
Item 4 above implies in particular that X ∩ κ n belongs to every A r n with r ∈ P * n ∩N, hence X ∩κ n is an inaccessible cardinal below κ n (by the definition of P, every set A r n contains only inaccessible cardinals).
Lemma 4.9. InW , there exists a condition q ≤ p in P * n of length n + 1 such that the n-th term of the α-sequence of q is precisely X ∩ κ n and such that q extends every trivial extension of p (every extension with the same stem) which is in P * n ∩ N.
Proof. We let q = stem(p) α n , g n , f n , A n+1 , g n+1 , F n+1 , . . . where α n = X ∩ κ n , and the other components are defined as follows:
(1) each g i is the union of all the g r i for r ∈ P * n ∩ N (2) A i is the intersection of all the A r i for r ∈ P * n ∩ N (3) f n is the union of all the F r n (α) for r ∈ P * n ∩ N (4) F i is the function on A i defined by
q is well defined because for each component, we are taking the union of |N| many pairwise compatible conditions in forcings which are at least α +ω+2 n -closed and we have |N| = |X| = |X ∩ κ n | +ω+1 = α +ω+1 n . (also note that since N ∈W and C n is κ n -distributive, the condition q is defined in W ). Now we go back toW . Note that q forces that the order type of X is a regular cardinal, because α n = X ∩ κ n , the order type of X is (X ∩ κ n ) +ω+1 and no cardinals between α n and α +ω+2 n are collapsed. Also note that for every α ∈ S * ∩ X, there is a trivial extension of p in P * n that forces α ∈Ṡ ′ ; by the elementarity of N we can find such an extension in N, thus q extends it, hence q α ∈ S ′ . Since X ∩ S * is stationary in sup(X), we have q X ∩ S ′ is stationary in sup(X) So we complete the proof of the theorem if we can show that q forces that the subalgebra ofȦ generated by X has the same order type as X and X is cofinal in it.
Lemma 4.10. q forces that ifḂ is the subalgebra ofȦ generated by X, theṅ B has order type |X| and X is cofinal in it.
Proof. First we show that inW n [G Z ] the subalgebra B * of A * generated by µ × X has order type |X| and X is cofinal in it. Fix a Z-nameḣ for an order-preserving map from A * onto λ + . To show that X is cofinal in B * observe that, since Z is κ n -c.c., we have that, for every term (ρ, η) ∈ A * there is a set X ρ, η of size less than κ n inW n such that Zḣ ((ρ, η)) ∈ X ρ, η . Therefore,ḣ(ρ, η) is bounded below λ + . If η is a finite sequence of elements of X, then by elementarity of N wa can assume that the bound β is in N, thus β ∈ N ∩ λ + = X. A similar argument shows that the order type of B * is |X|. Also, using again the fact that Z is κ n -c.c., we can prove that B * exists inW n [G X ] where G X the generic determined by G Z for the product
By the distributivity of C n /G C f in we have that B * is inW [G X ]. Let G P * be a P * -generic filter overW such that q ∈ G P * and such that the Z X -generic object determined by G P * is precisely G X . Let B be the interpretation ofḂ by G P * , and for every ρ < µ, let t ρ be the interpretation ofṫ ρ by G P * . The proof of the lemma is complete if we show that inW [G P * ], the following map π is an isomorphism between B and B * . π is defined as follows: given η ∈ X and t ρ , we map t ρ ( η) ∈ B to (ρ, η). We need to show that for two terms t ρ ( η) and t χ ( ζ) in B, we have t ρ ( η) = t χ ( ζ) (resp. t ρ ( η) < t χ ( ζ)) if and only if (ρ, η) ∼ * (χ, ζ) (resp. (ρ, η) < * (χ, ζ)). So, suppose that t ρ ( η) = t χ ( ζ) (resp. t ρ ( η) < t χ ( ζ)), then by Lemma 4.8, there is a condition in P * * that forces this statement. This means that there exists a trivial extension r of p and a stem t ∈ G X such that if r * is the condition obtained from r by replacing the stem of r with t, then r * forces t ρ ( η) = t χ ( ζ) (resp. t ρ ( η) < t χ ( ζ)). By elementarity, we can assume that r ∈ N, thus q ≤ r. It follows that r ∈ G P * and also r * ∈ G P * . Therefore, (ρ, η) ∼ * (χ, ζ) (resp. (ρ, η) < * (χ, ζ)). Conversely, suppose that (ρ, η) ∼ * (χ, ζ) (resp. (ρ, η) < * (χ, ζ)), then there exists a trivial extension r of p and a stem t ∈ G X such that if r * is the condition obtained from r by replacing the stem of r with t, then r * forces t ρ ( η) ∼ * t χ ( ζ) (resp. t ρ ( η) < t χ ( ζ)). By elementarity of N, we can assume that r ∈ N, hence q extends it. It follows that r ∈ G P * and also r * ∈ G P * . Therefore, t ρ ( η) = t χ ( ζ) (resp. t ρ ( η) < t χ ( ζ)) as required.
The same argument shows that the algebra operators are preserved by the bijection.
That completes the proof that the Delta reflection holds at λ + (hence at ℵ ω 2 +1 ) in the modelW P .
Open questions
We conclude this paper with some open questions:
Question 5.1. Can the Delta reflection principle be indestructible under any ℵ ω 2 +1 -directed closed forcing?
A positive answer for this question will entail a much simpler proof for the main theorem of this paper, Theorem 3.1. A problem with similar taste is:
In [7] , Magidor and Shelah introduced also a global Delta reflection, denoted ∆ κ . ∆ κ corresponds to the property ∆ κ,λ for every regular λ ≥ κ. They show that it is consistent, relative to the existence of ω many supercompact cardinals, that the successor of the first fixed point of the aleph function satisfies this principle. 
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